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High efficiency brushless motors

Manage up to 4 separate areas

Slopes up to 29º

Powerful lithium-ion batteries

Display and Push Stop Bumper Self-cleaning toothed wheel Blade and protection with 
filtering system for grass 
disposal

Recharging robot

Equipped with self-cleaning toothed wheels, brushless motors and powerful 
lithium-ion batteries, the L85 Elite model is designed to effectively mow areas up 
to 0.55 acres with slopes up to 29º, which are difficult to reach with mowing tools, 
such as traditional lawn mowers or lawn tractors.

Agile, perfect for slopes

Tilting system   For better handling of changes in slope.

Eco Mode Sensor   Recognizes mowed areas, reducing working times and leading to less 
wear on the robot and your lawn.

Bluetooth Receiver   Transfer software updates from Smartphone/Tablet to the robot.  
Ambrogio Remote App available for iOS and Android.

Spiral cut   In case of higher and/or thicker grass, the robot automatically activates the spiral 
movement to speed up the cutting area coverage.

0.55 acres

7.5 Ah Lithium-ion Continuous cutting*3 h00 Robot free lawnh17

Bluetooth Receiver + App

NEW

Keypad & LED Bumper and obstacle 
sensor

Flex rubber wheel 4 point star blade Recharging base cover 
(optional)

The two models from the L35 line – Basic and Deluxe – involve a high degree of 
innovation. The brushless motors, advanced cutting systems and the brand-new flex 
rubber wheel allow the robot to mow and maintain complex areas up to 0.45 acres in 
the least time possible

Innovative and compact 

0.45 acres

BLUETOOTH & GSM ZCS CONNECTINNOVATIVE 
MOTHERBOARD

New flex rubber rear wheel

High efficiency brushless motors

Manage up to 8 separate areas

ZCS Connect  (L35 Deluxe) 

To connect and interact with the robot anytime and anywhere..

Bluetooth Receiver   Transfer software updates from Smartphone/Tablet to the robot.  
Ambrogio Remote App available for iOS and Android.

SDM Cutting System (Satellite Dynamic Memory) (L35 Deluxe)  The satellite navigation 
system, based on advanced algorithms, allows the robot to recognize mowed areas. The 
robot then creates virtual maps and remembers the working times used for each area, 
thus ensuring time saving and greater efficiency.

Bluetooth Receiver + App

SMART
ASSISTANT

0.30 acres 0.45 acres

Robot free lawn Robot free lawnContinuous cutting* Continuous cutting*5 Ah lithium-ion 5 Ah lithium-ion

2 h30 2 h30h18 h17
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ZCS Connect 


